
Virtual Mill Basic User Guide 

Before you start ProtoSphere……

The virtual world has the unique ability to bring together all the resources you need, 
combining the 3D models and the virtual environment with traditional 2D documentation, 

e-Learning and video based content. 

In order for the user to get the most out of the Virtual Mill please remember to login to... 
  

flourmillingtraining.com   

(You will need to use the email address and password you gave to set up your account.  
This is not your ProtoSphere login) 



Website information

You can find all the resources you’re likely to need here, from a glossary of terms to all the nabim 
training manuals, videos and e-Learning content



ProtoSphere login

Launch & login to ProtoSphere to gain access to the Virtual 
Mill
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Avatar design Avatar wave

Avatar applaud Avatar thumbs up

Avatar raise hand More avatar expressions

1st or 3rd person view options Avatar laser pointer

Avatar Controls



Click the mic icon 
to mute your mic, 
click again to un-
mute.

Microphone Control



Typical styles of Breakout Zones – 
note the ring containing the zone.

When you enter a 
breakout zone, only 
the people inside the 
zone will hear you.

If you remain outside a breakout zone, you will not be 
able to hear the conversation inside it.

Breakout Zones



Media Boards 1

Hover your mouse over a  
Media Board.  

The pointer changes to a  
magnifying glass 

Now left click to zoom 
in.



Back, Forward & Reset Slides

Trash deletes ALL slides

Quits zoomed in 
mode

Media boards 2



Detailed information

Group conversation 
tab

Within the Virtual Mill there are many links to additional information that is held on the milling website.  
The links might be attached to a notice board, a piece of equipment or a rotating green sphere as shown 
below 

 For these links to work you need to be logged in to flourmillingtraining.com 

If you move your mouse over an object and a hand appears like this … then left click to open the detailed 
information

The detailed information will be displayed in your web browser, only if you are logged in to the website



Detailed Information

Once an item has been selected, the user can see 
where this item is mentioned in the manuals, 
detailed 
pictures and manufacturer information. 

If this is displayed, you are not currently logged in to the training 
website 
Login and try the link again



For more information, help & support please visit 

www.flourmillingtraining.com 


